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Motivation

Statistical State Dynamics (SSD)

Large-scale jets and planetary-scale coherent waves coexist in planetary
turbulence.

Studying of the dynamics of the statistics (SSD) of the flow reveals instabilities that do not manifest in single flow realization dynamics.
(i) Decompose the flow into “mean” (coherent) + “eddies” (incoherent):
′

ψ(x, t) = ψ̄(x, t) + ψ (x, t)
| {z } | {z }
mean

Can this jet–wave coexistence regime exist merely as a consequence of
the underlying dynamics and in the absence of topography?

we study the stability of turbulent zonal jets?
• Do turbulent zonal jets become unstable to waves?
• How does such an instability equilibrate at finite amplitude?
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(1)

∂tδ ψ̄ = PK [Ae δ ψ̄] + ∇−2PK R(δC) ,
|
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(7)

∂tδC = (1 − PKa)[δAaC e + AeaδC] + (1 − PKb)[δAbC e + AebδC] ,

(8)

But the applicability of SSD does not stop at predicting the instability...

where A = A(ψ̄ ) and δA = A(ψ̄ e + δ ψ̄) − A(ψ̄ e).
Eigenanalysis of the resulting system determines the stability of turbulent statistical equilibria.
With (7)-(8) we can study the stability of equilibria (5) or (6) that consists both of a mean flow and eddy statistics.

SSD dynamics further predict how the turbulent zonal jet equilibrium (6)
evolves to a time-depentent turbulent state with a mean flow consisting
of a large-scale wave embedded in the 2-jet mean flow.

Equilibration of the wave instability

e def

e

def

• zonal

jet: δ ψ̄(y) eσt, or
• large-scale wave: δ ψ̄(y)eikxxeσt.

Γ(xa, xb, xc, t) = ⟨ψ ′(xa, t)ψ ′(xb, t)ψ ′(xc, t)⟩ , · · · .
def

(iii) Neglect 3rd-order cumulants and higher to obtain a closed, autonomous, deterministic system for the evolution of:

Classical hydrodynamic stability of the jets ψ̄ e(y) is a subset of (7)-(8)
(when we do not allow perturbations in the eddy statistics (δ ψ̄, δC = 0)).
The Reynolds stress coupling term may induce instability when the general mean flow–turbulence perturbations (δ ψ̄, δC) are considered.
∂tδ ψ̄ = PK [Ae δ ψ̄]

∂t∇2ψ̄ + PK [J(ψ̄, ∇2ψ̄)] + β∂xψ̄ = PK R(C) −(r − ν∇2)∇2ψ̄ ,
| {z }

(3)

∂tC = (1 − PKa)AaC + (1 − PKb)AbC + ε Q ,

(4)

The stability of the 2-jet turbulent equilibria

Reynolds stress
forcing

Single-layer (barotropic) quasi-geostrophic setting on a β-plane.
Doubly periodic domain of size 2πL × 2πL.
Flow u = (u, v) is given through streamfunction ψ(x, t) as u = −∂y ψ,
v = ∂xψ.
Energy injected at small scales through stochastic excitation ξ(x, t).

This interaction results in a change in the mode structure allowing the
mode to tap the energy of the mean jet.

Mean flow perturbations eigenfunctions are either:

the mean flow (1st cumulant, ψ̄)
&
the 2nd-order eddy statistics (2nd cumulant, C)

Model: barotropic QG flow on a beta-plane

What is the stability of the 2-jet turbulent equilibria (6) as ε increases?

where
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R(C) = −⟨J(ψ , ∇ ψ )⟩ = − 2 ∇ · ẑ × (∇a∇b + ∇b∇a)C a=b ,
A(ψ̄) = −∇−2(ū · ∇)∇2 − ∇−2[β∂x − (∇2ū) · ∇] − r + ν∇2 .
def

Equations (3)-(4) are referred to as the S3T system or the CE2 system.
[Farrell & Ioannou 2003; Marston, Conover, Schneider 2008]

forcing

def

= (x, y); x: zonal, y: meridional,
def

= axby − ay bx: Jacobian,
• r: Ekman drag coefficient,
• β: planetary vorticity gradient,
• ε: energy injection rate from ξ,
• ξ(x, t): models energy resulting from baroclinic processes, with:
• J(a, b)

|kx|>K
ky

def

• Can

•x

(low zonal wavenumbers) .

C(xa, xa, t) = ⟨ψ ′(xa, t)ψ ′(xb, t)⟩ ,

Develop a theory for the coexistence of zonal jets and planetary-scale
waves in turbulent atmospheres.

2

ψ̂(k, t) ei(kxx+ky y)

Large-scale kx = 1 waves that are damped modes of A(ψ̄ e) in the
laminar jet, are transformed into exponentially growing waves by
interaction with the incoherent small-scale turbulence.

Reynolds stress
coupling

(ii) Form the same-time, n-point cumulants:

Objectives

2

ψ ′(x, t) = (1 − PK )ψ =

∑

Perturbations δ ψ̄ and δC about equilibria (5) or (6) and satisfy the linearized version of (3)-(4):

eddy

|kx≤K , ky
def

SSD addresses the stability of turbulent flow
equilibria

(2)

Since we are interested in jet and waves, the “mean” should include
zonal and non-zonal components.
∑
def
ψ̄(x, t) = PK ψ =
ψ̂(k, t) ei(kxx+ky y) (low zonal wavenumbers) ,
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/
typical length-scale 1 kf ≪ domain size,
zero mean ⟨ξ(x, t)⟩ = 0,
statistically homogeneous,
temporally δ-correlated; spatially correlated,
⟨ξ(xa, t1)ξ(xb, t2)⟩ = Q(xa − xb)δ(t1 − t2).

Conclusions

SSD describes turbulent statistical flow equilibria
Equilibria comprise: a mean flow ūe and an eddy covariance C e.

• Planetary

For example, the homogeneous turbulent state:
e

ū = (0, 0)
no mean flow

&

C (xa − xb)
homogeneous eddy statistics
e

& Ioannou 2011, 2013, 2014; Parker & Krommes 2013, 2014; Bakas, Constantinou & Ioannou 2015]

Here we are interested in equilibria:
ūe = (ūe(y), 0)
zonal jets

&

C e(xa − xb, ya, yb, t)
inhomogeneous eddy statistics

zonal jets
&
turbulence

(5)

[Farrell & Ioannou 2003, 2007; Srinivasan & Young 2012; Constantinou, Farrell & Ioannou 2014; Bakas

(6)

The jets first become unstable to large-scale wave mean flow perturturbations δ ψ̄(y) eikxx.

A closer look at the 2-jet equilibrium at
−1
−5
ε = 1.86 × 10 W kg
The jets at ε = 1.86 × 10−5 W kg−1 are:
• stable

in the classical hydrodynamic sense,
• stable to (δ ψ̄(y), δC) with zonal mean flow perturbations, kx = 0,
• unstable to (δ ψ̄(y)eikxx , δC) with non-zonal mean flow
perturbations, kx = 1.

2πL = 1200 km
typical time-scale T = 6 days
β = 1.6 × 10−11 m−1s−1
r = 1/(40 days)
ν = 2.7 × 104 m2s−1
we find, e.g., a series of
2-jet equilibria as we vary ε

How does the least stable eigenmode of A(ψ̄ e) compare with the unstable S3T eigenmode?

to a state with

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

zonal jets
large-scale waves
&
turbulence

• These

large-scale waves are equilibrated external Rossby waves
destabilized by the turbulence.
• We provide a new mechanism for understanding planetary-scale
waves in the atmosphere. This theory may provide explanation for
the existence of the ovals that are embedded in the turbulent jets of
the outer planets (e.g. Jupiter).
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+ associated turbulence
C e(xa − xb, ya, yb)
Equilibria (5) or (6) are always hydrodynamically stable:
max(Re{eig[A(ψ̄ e)]}) < 0 .

Model (1) exhibits turbulent zonal jets with embedded large-scale waves
that propagate to the west.

turbulence may bifurcate from a state with

The interaction of the turbulence with mean flow through the Reynolds
stress forcing term R(C) may render (5) or (6) unstable!

